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Markets responded incredibly well to yesterday’s FOMC meeting. The Nasdaq was up over 4%, CDX IG
tightened 4 bps, high yield bonds were up about 1%, the 2-year Treasury dropped 6 bps (despite a 75bps hike), and the 10-year moved a couple bps lower as well.
Did Powell come across as dovish? Did he make the case that the Fed would take into account economic
risk? That the Fed was data dependent? That the Fed was almost done hiking?
I’ve read the transcript several times and keep thinking that:
•

He did a very good job suggesting that we are near a neutral rate. That is positive for markets
and dovish.

•

He mentioned “data dependency” several times and did mention some concerns about the
economy. Slightly dovish.

•

On the other hand, he tried to drive home the point that fighting inflation is still the priority and
that he would sacrifice the economy and jobs for lower inflation since inflation is so problematic.
He didn’t even take 75 bps off the table for September and said they could hike above neutral
to fight inflation. Hawkish.

On what Powell said, I’d put the press conference on about a 7.5 out of 10 in terms of hawkishness.
Maybe some were expecting 100 bps and a more hawkish tone, but I thought he delivered a message
more or less in line with market expectations.

Maybe the Question is Credibility? The Economy? Politicians and the Media?
Since the market responded as though Powell was more dovish, we need to examine a few things more
closely:
•

Did Powell sound more credible and committed when he was talking “dovish” rather than
“hawkish”? While on the face of it, his answers were skewed slightly hawkish, maybe (and this
I can be convinced of) he sounded more believable when giving dovish answers.

•

Is everyone pricing in weaker data? The Fed used the phrase “data dependent” and it seems to
be expecting data that would encourage more hikes. Maybe the market is thinking about the
data and decided that the Fed won’t need to hike much more (I’m definitely in this camp, though
I’m expecting malignant rather than benign data).

•

Have the politicians woken up to the fact that job losses and recessions are worse than inflation
in terms of getting re-elected? Has the media realized that inflation headlines no longer act as
clickbait, so they need to move to recession stories? While the Fed is apolitical, the pressure
from politicians and the media may be changing, which would also put some pressure on
everyone to balance the battle of inflation versus recession.

Considering these points, I could see yesterday’s FOMC meeting being much closer to neutral (or a 5
out of 10 in terms of hawkishness). That fits well with how the market responded.

Too Little, Too Late?
I would have liked to have seen more acknowledgement that we need to be careful on the economy. I
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remain worried that the job cuts and the problems showing up in consumer behavior, etc., have been
triggered and are self-reinforcing (in a negative way). Russia remains a problem, especially for Europe.
I would have also liked to have seen more acknowledgement that Fed did enough to squeeze out more
shorts and allow some animal spirits loose. The 75-bps hike (on top of everything they’ve already done)
and the ongoing QT are more than priced into markets.

Bottom Line
Today’s GDP print (GDP fell 0.9% in the second quarter) has limited potential to move markets
dramatically. Given how the market interpreted Powell, my thought was that any small number
(including a small negative number) would be slightly good for markets as the data dependency
argument gets tilted dovish. It would have taken a large positive number or a large negative number to
knock risk assets down.
I want to fade yesterday’s move in risk assets. But after reaching the conclusion that the press
conference was not hawkish, we need to see economic data and earnings that support the “too little,
too late” view to turn very bearish. I (like the Fed) am very data dependent here and I just think the
data will be weak.
Fortunately, we get a lot of earnings and economic data in the next few weeks that will give us some
clarity!
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Disclaimer
This document and its contents are confidential to the person(s) to whom it is delivered and should not be copied or
distributed, in whole or in part, or its contents disclosed by such person(s) to any other person. Any party receiving and/or
reviewing this material, in consideration therefore, agrees not to circumvent the business proposals explicitly or implicitly
contained herein in any manner, directly or indirectly. Further, any recipient hereof agrees to maintain all information received
in the strictest confidence and shall not disclose to any third parties any information material to the opportunity contained
herein and, upon review hereof, agrees that any unauthorized disclosure by any party will result in irreparable damage for
which monetary damages would be difficult or impossible to accurately determine. Recipients recognize, and hereby agree,
that the proprietary information disclosed herein represents confidential and valuable proprietary information and, therefore,
will not, without express prior written consent, disclose such information to any person, company, entity or other third party,
unless so doing would contravene governing law or regulations.
This document is an outline of matters for discussion only. This document does not constitute and should not be interpreted
as advice, including legal, tax or accounting advice. This presentation includes statements that represent opinions, estimates
and forecasts, which may not be realized. We believe the information provided herein is reliable, as of the date hereof, but
do not warrant accuracy or completeness. In preparing these materials, we have relied upon and assumed, without
independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.
Nothing in this document contains a commitment from Academy to underwrite, subscribe or agent any securities or
transaction; to invest in any way in any transaction or to advise related thereto or as described herein. Nothing herein
imposes any obligation on Academy.
Academy is a member of FINRA, SIPC and MSRB. Academy is a Certified Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise and Minority
Business Enterprise and is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business as per the US SBA. Investment Banking
transactions may be executed through affiliates or other broker dealers, either under industry standard agreements or by
the registration of certain principals.
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